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Abstract: Theories of well-being that give an important role to satisfied pro-attitudes need to account for the fact that,
intuitively, the scope of possible objects of pro-attitudes seems much wider than the scope of things, states, or events that
affect our well-being. Parfit famously illustrated this with his wish that a stranger may recover from an illness: it seems
implausible that the stranger’s recovery would constitute a benefit for Parfit. There is no consensus in the literature about
how to rule out such well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes. I argue, first, that there is no distinction in kind between wellbeing-relevant and irrelevant pro-attitudes. Instead, well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes are the limiting cases on the scale
measuring how much of a difference pro-attitudes make to the subject’s well-being. Second, I propose a particular scalar
model according to which the well-being-relevance of pro-attitudes is measured by either their hedonic tone, or by the
subject’s conative commitment.

I. INTRODUCTION1
Most philosophers working on the issue agree that the correct theory of human well-being will contain
a subjectivist element. Of course, just how important this element is, is a contested issue. Some think it
is all that there is to say about the issue, others take it to be just one item (of perhaps minor importance)
among others on an objective list of goods, while yet others hold intermediate positions. The
commitment (or admission) that a theory of well-being needs to have a subjectivist element is
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commonly expressed by saying that (part of) our well-being is anchored in our attitudes, more
specifically in our pro-attitudes.2 Consider, then
The Generic Subjectivist Thesis
ST*: If subject S has a pro-attitude towards event E and E obtains, S is better-off in virtue
of that fact, other things being equal, than if E did not obtain or S did not have the proattitude.

I take ST* to be fairly uncontroversial;3 but that is mostly because it is wildly underspecified. Almost
everyone would agree that some version of ST* is true, but that is pretty much where agreement ends. 4
What exactly is to count as a relevant pro-attitude in this context, and are certain ways of forming such
pro-attitudes (e.g. irrational, or ill-informed ones) to be eliminated? Does ST* hold for all possible
events or are there restrictions ruling out, for example, very evil events like murders or genocides? Do
we count only intrinsic pro-attitudes? What is the proper range of subjects? Moreover, is the right
version of ST* the complete correct theory of well-being or does it only describe part of the truth
(maybe just one item on a pluralist list of goods5)?6
In this paper, I will focus on what I will call, following Stephen Darwall, the Scope Problem.

2 E.g. W. Sumner, Welfare, Happiness, and Ethics, (Oxford, 1996), p. 36; E. Lin, ‘Against Welfare-Subjectivism’,
Noûs 51(2) (2017): pp. 354-377, at 354.
3 Many authors claim that to accept some version of ST* as (part of) an account of well-being is required to satisfy the socalled ‘resonance constraint’. I.e. they believe that nothing could be good for us unless it is connected to what we ‘find in
some degree compelling or attractive’ (P. Railton, ‘Facts and Values’, Philosophical Topics 14(2) (1986): pp. 5-31, at 9; cf.
C. Rosati, ‘Internalism and the Good for a Person’, Ethics 106(2) (1996): pp. 297-326; D. Velleman, ‘Is Motivation Internal
to Value?’, Preferences; eds. C. Fehige and U. Wessels, U. (Berlin 1998), pp. 88-102; D. Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism without
Desire’, The Philosophical Review 121(3) (2012): pp. 407-442. While this is often taken to entail a commitment to
subjectivism, Fletcher, among others, shows that this is not necessarily so. G. Fletcher, ‘A Fresh Start for the Objective-List
Theory of Well-Being’, Utilitas 25(2), (2013): pp. 206-220.
4 A notable exception are some forms of hedonism. ST* is compatible with forms of hedonism that give a role for
attitudinal pleasure (or analyze sensory pleasure in terms of attitudes), but not all hedonists do so. Moreover, some
attitudinal hedonists may take issue with ST* for implying that the actual obtaining of E makes a difference to the wellbeing of the subject. This point is discussed in more detail in section VII.2.
5 E.g. R. Arneson, 'Human Flourishing versus Desire Satisfaction'; Social Philosophy and Policy 16(1) (1999): pp. 113-142,
at 124.
6 This question provides one plausible way to distinguish between objectivists and subjectivists about well-being with
former claiming that the right version of ST* is the whole truth about well-being and the latter denying this claim.
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This is a particularly vexing issue for pro-attitude-based theories of well-being. The problem is that the
scope of events we can (and do) have pro-attitudes towards appears to be broader than the scope of
events that are well-being-relevant in the sense implied by ST*. Compare my desire to be recognized as
an authority in my field with my wish that people in the year 3000 live decent lives. Both of these may
or may not be satisfied. But only in the former case does it seem plausible to say that this makes a
difference to how well my life is going for me. Solving the scope problem requires that we find a
principled way of drawing the distinction between well-being-relevant and well-being-irrelevant proattitudes. This is no simple task and there is currently no widely accepted solution in the literature.
Indeed, some authors, most explicitly Richard Arneson, have gone so far as to declare the problem to
be unsolvable, and take it to expose a fatal flaw in pro-attitude-based theories.7 Others have
recommended that desire theorists should simply bite the bullet on the counterintuitive cases.8 But, in
the face of robust intuitions accepted by large majorities, this seem like a desperate move.
I think that the scope problem can be solved, but that doing so requires taking a somewhat
circuitous route. Instead of addressing the problem head on by devising a criterion sorting pro-attitudes
in the two categories of well-being-relevant and well-being-irrelevant, we should begin by looking for
a scale on which we can rank pro-attitudes from most relevant to the subject's well-being to least. There
is, of course, nothing new about the idea of such a scale. Every pro-attitude-based account of wellbeing needs an account of why it is that one satisfied pro-attitude contributes more to well-being than
another. My contention is that, if we have the right scales for this task, we get the solution to the scope
problem for free: that a pro-attitude is entirely well-being-irrelevant is simply the limiting case on the
scale of well-being-relevance.
7 Arneson, ‘Human Flourishing’, p. 125; S. Darwall, Welfare and Rational Care, (Princeton, 2002), ch. 2; Sumner, Welfare,
pp. 133-5.
8 M. Lukas, ‘Desire Satisfactionism and the Problem of Irrelevant Desires’; Journal of Ethics and Social Philosophy 4(2)
(2010): 1-24.
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In section II, I will introduce the scope problem in a bit more detail. I survey some proposed
solutions and their shortcomings in section III. In section IV, I argue that the way forward is to solve
the scope problem by developing a scale ranking every pro-attitude in terms of its well-beingrelevance. In section V, I outline a scalar model according to which the well-being-relevance of proattitudes is measured by either their hedonic tone, or by the subject’s conative commitment. In section
VI, I show how my solution to the scope problem avoids the related worry that pro-attitude-based
theories of well-being make self-sacrifice a conceptual impossibility. Section VII expands the
discussion of my model by considering some objections to, and implications of, its individual elements.

II. THE SCOPE PROBLEM
The most widely discussed versions of pro-attitude-based theories of well-being are desire theories.
This is also the context in which the scope problem first attracted attention. In his influential defence of
an informed desire account, James Griffin states the problem thus:
The trouble is that one's desires spread themselves so widely over the world that their
objects extend far outside the bound of what, with any plausibility, one could take as
touching one's own well-being.9

The most well-known illustration of the problem is Derek Parfit's ill stranger scenario.
Suppose that I meet a stranger who has what is believed to be a fatal disease. My sympathy
is aroused, and I strongly want this stranger to be cured. We never meet again. Later,
unknown to me, the stranger is cured. On the Unrestricted Desire-Fulfilment Theory, this
event is good for me, and makes my life go better. This is not plausible.10

There are many other cases in the literature and they all seem to show the same thing: not all of our

9 J. Griffin, Well-Being – Its Meaning, Measurement and Moral Importance, (Oxford, 1986), p. 17.
10 D. Parfit, Reasons and Persons, (Oxford, 1984), p. 494.
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(informed and rational) desires are such that their satisfaction would make us better-off.11 Generalizing
this problem from desires to the broader class of pro-attitudes we may say that only some of our proattitudes are well-being-relevant (i.e. such that their satisfaction is good for us). Others are well-beingirrelevant. Any pro-attitude-based (part of a) theory of well-being needs to be able to clearly mark that
distinction. In other words, we need to account for the apparent fact that the satisfaction of the desire in
the ill stranger scenario does not enhance Parfit’s well-being, but, say, my taking pleasure in the
prospering of my children does enhance mine (as most people agree). There are a number of proposals
for how this demand may be met.

III. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
While an exhaustive discussion of every suggested solution to the scope problem would be tedious, let
me motivate the shift to starting with a scalar model with a brief overview of the literature. Existing
proposals can be helpfully distinguished into three classes in accordance to whether well-being-relevant
and well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes are supposed to differ in terms of the grounds on which they are
held, their objects, or their psychological kind.
Wayne Sumner, among others, claims that well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes are those that are
held on disinterested (as opposed to self-interested) grounds. He suggests that the reason his satisfied
desire for apartheid in South-Africa to end has not made him better off, is that he did not desire
apartheid to end on self-interested grounds; he wanted it to end, because it was unjust.12 But this line of
reasoning rests on an ambiguity concerning what it means to have a self-interested desire. When a
subject has a disinterested desire, such as Sumner’s desire for justice in South-Africa, they are not
11 E.g. Griffin, Welfare, p. 16-7; Sumner, Welfare, p. 132; S. Kagan, Normative Ethics, (Boulder, 1998), p. 37; T. Scanlon,
What We Owe to Each Other, (Cambridge, 1998), p. 120-1; M. Murphy, ‘The Simple Desire-Fulfillment Theory’, Nous
33(2) (1999): pp. 247-272, at 269.
12 Sumner, Welfare, p. 134.
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desiring something for themselves. Any theory that implied the opposite would be an implausible form
of psychological egoism. But whether or not a subject is desiring something for themselves is a distinct
question from whether or not the satisfaction of a desire does in the end benefit them.13 This is the
second way in which we can understand the phrase 'to have a self-interested desire'. Once we recognize
this distinction it is easy to come up with examples where the two senses of ‘self-interested desire’
come apart. Many parents desire or take pleasure in the prospering of their children. And while some of
these pro-attitudes may have egoistic grounds (parents trying to live vicariously through their children),
surely not all of them do. But it would be a mistake to say that the prospering of someone's children is a
benefit to them, only if they favour it for their own (i.e. the parent's) sake rather than for the sake of the
children themselves.
Many authors have thought that we need to focus our attention on the objects of our proattitudes. We may, for example, think that only pro-attitudes about the subject's life are well-beingrelevant.14 Unfortunately, as Parfit admits when making this suggestion, ‘it may be unclear what this
excludes.’15 Mark Overvold has suggested a way of making this thought precise. His idea is that a proattitude is well-being-relevant, only if its object necessarily implies the subject’s existence at the time
the pro-attitude is satisfied.16 In other words, a pro-attitude is about my life (and thus well-beingrelevant) only if it is impossible for the pro-attitude to become satisfied when I am dead. Thus, Parfit’s
stranger is ruled out, because it is possible that he recovers after my death.
But Overvold's restriction is both too permissive and too restrictive. It excludes too much by
ruling out, for example, an author's desire that her books will be appreciated. This desire could be

13 Cf. K. Bykvist, ‘Sumner on Desires and Well-Being’, Canadian Journal of Philosophy 32(4) (2002): 475-490, at 488.
14 See Parfit, Reasons and Persons, p. 494.
15 Parfit, Reasons and Persons, p. 494.
16 M. Overvold, ‘Self-Interest and the Concept of Self-Sacrifice’; Canadian Journal of Philosophy 10(1) (1980): pp. 105118, at 117-8, fn. 10.
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satisfied either during or after the author’s lifetime. Most people would say that, at least if the desire is
satisfied during the author’s lifetime, it is well-being-relevant. But Overvold’s proposal rules this out,
simply because the desire could also be satisfied after the author is dead.17 The proposal is also too
permissive. As Krister Bykvist has pointed out it fails to rule out pro-attitudes ‘whose object is of the
form I exemplify feature F ... even where F is a mere Cambridge-property.’18 Overvold’s proposal
would allow, for example, that a desire to live in a universe in which the number of stars is even is
well-being-relevant. But it is plainly implausible that such a desire should pass the criterion of being
about the subject’s life.
Other attempts of drawing the distinction in terms of objects fall prey to similar worries.19 But
there is also a more general objection to object-based views. Here is Dale Dorsey:
Imagine that I desire to spend my life traveling to the poorest villages of the world to help
vaccinate young children against common maladies. Is this a prudential or nonprudential
desire? Surely it depends on the person in question: for some this might be a life-long goal
upon which the success of life depends. For others this might be regarded as an instance of
self-sacrifice one desires to undertake for beneficent or moral reasons. Hence the desire's
object cannot seem to distinguish between prudentially relevant valuing and its contrary.20

Dorsey's point is that it is possible for the very same event to be the object of a pro-attitude that is well17 Overvold may reply that we can understand the pro-attitude in question as a combination of two desires, the desire that
her books be appreciated during her lifetime and the desire that her books be appreciated after her death. She may have
either or both of those desires but only the first satisfies Overvold's restriction and thus only its satisfaction would enhance
her well-being. Even if we accept this somewhat artificial carving up of pro-attitudes, Overvold's view remains suspect.
Whether the posthumous satisfaction of pro-attitudes can make us better-off is a contested question. And even those who
think that an artist can be made better off by the posthumous appreciation of their work, will want to exclude other proattitudes such as the desire that the number of years between my death and the end of Western civilization be even. A
solution to the scope problem that rules out all of these pro-attitudes on the very same grounds is going to be unable to
account for this difference. If Overvold's suggestion was otherwise overwhelmingly plausible, we might take it to provide a
way to decide the question regarding posthumous pro-attitude satisfaction and disregard the intuitions of those who believe
that it can sometimes make us better-off. But, as we will see, the proposal is also too permissive.
18 Bykvist, ‘Sumner’, p. 480 fn. 9. Cf. Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism’, p. 420; D. Sobel, ‘Well-Being as the Object of Moral
Consideration’; Economics and Philosophy 14(2) (1998): 249-281, at 267.
19 See e.g. Bykvist, ‘Sumner’, p. 480.
20 Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism’, p. 421.
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being-relevant for the subject, and of a pro-attitude that is not. If that is right, all views that spell out
well-being-relevance in terms of a pro-attitude's object are mistaken.21
The class of pro-attitudes is very broad and includes such attitudes as wanting, desiring, taking
pleasure in, being happy about, craving, judging to be good, wishing, etc. A third option, then, is to say
that only some of these psychological kinds are well-being-relevant. Along these lines some authors
state that ‘mere-wishes’ are well-being-irrelevant.22 This sounds plausible enough, and I think it marks
an important data point that any solution to the scope problem needs to respect. However, it is rarely
stated what such pro-attitudes lack that justifies the ‘mere’ moniker.23 According to Fred Feldman's
'attitudinal hedonism', by contrast, only the attitude of 'taking pleasure' is relevant for both happiness
and well-being. Feldman seems to think of this as a sui generis type of attitude. But his account, too,
lacks any detail about the psychological profile of this attitude, or why it is just this type of pro-attitude
that counts.24
The most explicit recent attempt at spelling out well-being-relevance in terms of psychological
kinds is Dorsey's judgement-based subjectivism about welfare (JS).25 Dorsey's suggestion is that what
is good for a person is getting what she values, and that the relevant form of valuing is a belief or
judgement that something is ‘good for me’.26 This apparently handles the famous examples of the

21 It might be responded that, in Dorsey's example, the objects of the two pro-attitudes are not the same: in one case the
desired event is the subject's own involvement in the vaccination effort, in the other it is simply that the children be
vaccinated. This is, for example, Bykvist’s suggestion (Bykvist, ‘Sumner’, pp. 483-4). While I doubt that this reply will
work for all cases, it cannot be dismissed out of hand. But even if an object-based proposal could escape Dorsey’s critique,
there is, as far as I can tell, no such proposal in the literature (including Bykvist’s tweaked version of Overvold’s view) that
avoids being both too permissive and too restrictive in the range of pro-attitudes it counts as well-being-relevant.
22 E.g. Griffin, Well-Being, pp. 21-2.
23 Bykvist spells out the distinction between mere wishes and goals in terms of the content of a pro-attitude: the content of
goals includes the agent being involved in bringing about the favoured event (Bykvist, ‘Sumner’, p. 483). While this may be
a promising way of characterizing goals, it does not help with solving the scope problem. For you could have well-beingrelevant desires that do not have this feature of goals. And you could also have goals that are not well-being-relevant.
24 E.g. F. Feldman, Pleasure and the Good Life, (Oxford, 2004), pp. 64-5.
25 Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism, p. 419.
26 Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism’, p. 415.
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scope problem. I may have pro-attitudes towards all kinds of things intuitively too far removed from
my life to affect my well-being. But this is typically not the case with beliefs about what is good for
me. Neither Parfit hoping for the recovery of the stranger, nor Sumner desiring the end of apartheid in
South-Africa, think that the events they favour are good for them – on the most natural reading of these
examples. However, it is not hard to imagine variations of the cases in which the protagonist does have
that thought. To form the belief that an ailing stranger's recovery would be good for me, while
eccentric, is not impossible. The problem for Dorsey's view is that adding this psychological quirk to
Parfit's scenario does not change the intuitive verdict: it still seems implausible that the stranger's
recovery is well-being-relevant for the protagonist.27
Even more to the point, however, mere cognitive judgements are simply not the kind of proattitude that is plausibly connected to well-being in the way that ST* claims.28 Suppose you learn about
some event that you believe is good for you, and so you come to believe that you are now better-off.
Usually such a belief will be accompanied by some kind of positive emotional reaction - people get
good feels when they receive good news. But now imagine that any such reaction is absent. All that
happens is that you coldly judge that your life has improved. It seems to me that this fact does not in
itself make you better-off. This is not to say that your judgement has to be mistaken. Maybe what
happened is good for you instrumentally, or maybe what happened is good for you independent of your
27 One may think that such beliefs should be ruled out on grounds of being irrational. But how would such a condition work
without begging the question (by saying something that amounts to: the belief is irrational, because it is obviously false)?
Dorsey’s, aware that his own rationality condition has no bite against cases like the ones imagined here (Dorsey,
‘Subjectivism’, pp. 415-6), suggests that we may need to supplement his proposal with some object-based way of
delineating well-being-relevance. As we have seen, such views have problems as self-standing proposals, but it is possible
that they play a role in a plausible hybrid account. However, Dorsey provides no argument why such a proposal would work
especially well with the cognitive pro-attitudes that he focuses on. It is hard to imagine what plausible reason there could be.
Dorsey contends that JS can claim an advantage over other theories simply in virtue of having an account of well-beingrelevance (Dorsey, ‘Subjectivism’, p. 422). But plainly this is an advantage only if the account works.
28 Cf. F. Feldman, What Is This Thing Called Happiness, (Oxford, 2010). Interestingly, this is reminiscent of criticisms of
Feldman’s own view to the effect that his attitudinal understanding takes ‘the fun out of pleasure’ and thus fundamentally
misconstrues what is valuable about it. See D. Haybron, The Pursuit of Unhappiness – The Elusive Psychology of WellBeing, (Oxford, 2008), pp. 64-5.
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pro-attitudes. What is implausible is the idea that an emotionless judgement, all by itself, could confer
(prudential) value on an event. In fact, I take this to be another data point that every plausible account
of the subjectivist element of well-being has to respect. It is, in this regard, just like the claim about
mere wishes. That you have an idle wish that some event occurs does not make this event well-beingrelevant for you; neither does a mere cognitive judgment that an event is good (for you).29

IV. GOING SCALAR
Naturally, the preceding survey of suggested solutions to the scope problem is incomplete. However,
that there is no solution to the scope problem that is considered successful by even a respectable
minority should be sufficient to raise serious doubts as to whether we have been digging in the wrong
place. I would like to suggest that the solution has been hiding in plain sight. Even after separating out
well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes, we would still need an account of how much each (relevant) proattitude contributes to well-being. Why not start with this task and then say that well-being-irrelevant
pro-attitudes are simply those that score a zero on the well-being-relevance scale?
Above we encountered Dorsey's claim, in response to attempts to sort pro-attitudes by their
object, that it is possible for the same event to be the object of a well-being-relevant pro-attitude, or a
well-being-irrelevant pro-attitude. This point is worth expanding. The same event cannot just be
irrelevant or relevant for a subject holding a pro-attitude towards it, but it can be relevant to different
degrees. To see this, consider a number of variations of Parfit's ill stranger case.
Variations on Ill Stranger: I meet a stranger, learn he is sick, and form a genuine desire that
he recovers. Later he does indeed recover. As for me,

29 Note that Dorsey is mainly concerned with a theory of valuing: he argues that to value E, is to believe that E is good; to
prudentially value E is to believe that E is good for me. I am not concerned with the merits of this theory of valuing.
However, if this is the best way of thinking about valuing, many cases of prudential valuing are not well-being-relevant.
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(i)

I never think of him again.

(ii)

I read of his recovery in the local news and am mildly pleased.

(iii)

Though I never learn whether he recovers, I had a hand in his recovery, as I
found a way to secretly donate some money towards his medical bills.

(iv)

Though I never learn whether he recovers, I had a big hand in his recovery, as
I started a research foundation dedicated to finding a cure and devoted most of
my time to it.

(v)

I had a big hand in his recovery, as I started a research foundation dedicated to
finding a cure and devoted most of my time to it. And I also learn of his
recovery through the records of my foundation and am elated.

I submit that the favoured event is well-being-irrelevant in variation (i), somewhat well-being-relevant
in variations (ii) and (iii), even more relevant in variation (iv), and very much so in variation (v).
Moreover, I see no reason to think that the difference between (i) and the rest of the field is
different in kind from the differences between variations (ii) – (v). This suggests that to solve the scope
problem we may be able to just make do with an account of a scale (or scales) that measures how much
of a difference the satisfaction of a given pro-attitude makes to our well-being. The kind of cases we
worry about when we think about the scope problem would simply be cases where the answer to that
question is ‘zero’. In the next section, I will sketch a scalar model of ST*.

V. A SCALAR MODEL
What is needed, then, is a dimension along which pro-attitudes can be ranked and which functions as a
(at least partial) measure of how much of a benefit to the individual the satisfaction of each pro-attitude
would constitute. I will suggest such a dimension presently. However, because I will suggest that there
are in fact two separate dimensions playing the role outlined above, each of them applicable to a certain
class of pro-attitudes, I need to first introduce a distinction between two categories of pro-attitudes.
11

As mentioned above, there are many kinds of pro-attitudes. The class includes rich
psychological concepts that differ from each other in all kinds of ways. However, we can draw a
distinction that sorts all of them into two mutually exclusive categories. For every event that we have a
pro-attitude towards we can either have or lack a belief that the event obtains. I will use the phrase
'taking pleasure' as a technical term for all pro-attitudes towards events we believe to obtain; and I will
use the term 'desire' as a technical term for all pro-attitudes where we lack such a belief. With this
distinction in hand, here is my suggestion for specifying ST*:
The Subjectivist Thesis
ST: If subject S has a pro-attitude towards event E and E obtains, this contributes to S's
well-being to the degree that the pro-attitude involves conative commitment (in the case of
desire), or hedonic tone (in the case of taking pleasure).

According to ST, all pro-attitudes are well-being-relevant to a degree (though this degree can be 0).
That degree is determined by one of two scales. The relevance of desires (in my technical use of the
term) is determined by the scale of conative commitment, while the relevance of taking pleasure (in the
technical sense) is determined by the scale of hedonic tone. While a full defense of ST will have to wait
for a future occasion, I will make an initial case for it here. This will involve a schematic explanation of
how the two scales work (sections V.1 and V.2) and why they should matter (section V.3).
As we will see, the distinction between desire and taking pleasure, that is the distinction
between pro-attitudes towards events we believe to obtain and events where we lack such a belief,
divides pro-attitudes into those that come with varying levels of conative commitment, i.e. an intention
or plan by the subject to bring about the desired event, and those that come with varying levels of
hedonic tone. Thus, at any given time, every pro-attitude will only be measurable on one of the two
relevant scales, and hence the question which of the scales to use will not arise.
12

V.1 Desire and Conative Commitment
That desires, and only desires, come with varying levels of conative commitment should be fairly
uncontroversial. For every event that I favour but do not believe to obtain there is a level to which I am
committed to bringing it about. At the low end of this scale are the aforementioned idle wishes, at the
high end are goals and aspirations that I invest a lot of effort or other resources in, or are resolved to do
so should the need arise. By contrast, if I believe an event to already obtain, the idea of a commitment
to bringing it about to any degree does not make sense. Thus, instances of taking pleasure do not come
with any level of conative commitment (I may, of course, be committed to protecting or prolonging an
event I am taking pleasure in – but the prolonged event that I am then committed to bring about is not
one that I already believe to obtain).
It is worth noting that this way of looking at things assumes a somewhat narrow notion of
conative commitment. According to this notion conative commitment may be constituted either by
doing something to bring about the desired event or by resolving to do so. A wider notion of conative
commitment would also allow that one is conatively committed simply by being disposed in a way that
one would do something to bring about the desired event under the right circumstances. According to
this wider notion of conative commitment, many instances of taking pleasure would also come with
conative commitment. If I believe that there is ice cream in the freezer and take pleasure in that fact, I
might very well be disposed to make it the case that there is ice cream in the freezer under the right
circumstances. Part of what would make circumstances right, in this case, is that I did not have the
belief that there was already ice cream there.30
I will return to the wider notion of conative commitment below (section VII.1). ST intends the
30 Note that the narrower notion does not imply that at some point or other the agent actually does act. If the person has
resolved to act in pursuit of the goal, such resolve will usually be defeasible and sometimes even conditional. The difference
between such resolve and a mere disposition to act under the right circumstances is merely psychological and need not
manifest itself in behaviour.
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narrower notion. Conative commitment, then, is a dimension along which we can rank different desires.
On the one end of the spectrum are mere hopes or wishes which come with no, or almost no, conative
commitment; on the other end are goals that the agent firmly resolves to bring about, or puts lots of
effort into bringing about.31

V.2 Taking Pleasure and Hedonic Tone
It is a lot more controversial to say that instances of taking pleasure vary in hedonic tone. That is
because, first, some people question the very notion of hedonic tone; and, second, it is usually
employed in the context of sensory pleasures, not as a property of pro-attitudes.
Let us begin with the question whether there even is such a thing as hedonic tone. It is a wellknown fact that sensory pleasures have wildly different phenomenologies and that it is anything but
clear what they all have in common in virtue of which we group them together in the category
'pleasure'. The idea that all sensory pleasures contain an isolatable phenomenological element – the
sensation of pure pleasure, if you will – is a non-starter; what is the phenomenological commonality of
listening to a symphony and eating ice cream, for example? Recognizing this, people have moved
towards one of two kinds of theories of sensory pleasure. The first is that a pleasant sensation is any

31 The editor worries that in employing this narrow version of conative commitment ST appears to have the consequence of
assigning intrinsic value to achievements, thus illicitly smuggling an objectivist value into an allegedly subjectivist view.
The connection between fulfilled desires and achievements is interesting and cannot be fully explored here. There are two
reasons, however, why the worry is misplaced. First, having a satisfied desire with high conative commitment is not
sufficient for achievement, because the desired event could have come about independently of anything the subject did. This
would enhance the well-being of the subject according to ST, but not according to an objectivist view that values
achievement. Having a pro-attitude with high conative commitment might also not be necessary for achievement, if we
allow for achievements that the achiever did not aim for (see e.g. G. Bradford, Achievement, (Oxford, 2015)). Such
“accidental” achievements would be well-being-enhancing for an objectivist believer in achievement, but not according to
ST. Second, even if it turned out that ST did have the consequence that achievements are always valuable, this would not
necessarily undermine its subjectivist credentials. Rather, it would simply be an interesting implication of the view that
achievements are valuable from a subjectivist point of view. Indeed, this might be a welcome result for subjectivists who
would have found a new way of accommodating one of the primary categories of purported goods that drive objectivist
intuitions.
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sensation that we desire or appreciate having. These are attitudinal theories of pleasure.32 The second
kind of view, hedonic tone views, insists on a shared phenomenology but modifies this commitment.33
Such views hold that when we eat ice cream, for example, it is not that we taste sugar and vanilla, and
then also have the experience of pleasure. It is rather that the taste of sugar and vanilla is pleasant and
that pleasantness is a dimension of sensations such as taste and sound. Shelly Kagan's influential
analogy with the volume of sound is helpful here. While it is true that a violin sounds completely
different from a drum, they both have volume.34 And that does not mean that, in addition to the way a
violin sounds to us, we also experience volume – volume is simply a dimension of sound.
In a recent paper, Murat Aydede has suggested a way to reconcile these two types of views.35
Aydede is sympathetic to the idea that hedonic tone, as a dimension of experiences, is something that
has a certain kind of phenomenology. But he suggests that, when we look at the neurological basis for
this phenomenology, we find something that looks somewhat similar to a pro-attitude. Before we ever
get the chance to consciously think about sensory inputs, he explains, such inputs are being processed
at the sub-personal level in ways that ‘will causally influence … the subject's motivational, cognitive,
and behavioural priorities.’36 The idea is that there is a sub-personal machinery that filters, biases,
enhances, and amplifies these inputs. This machinery makes us prone to form certain attitudes about
these inputs on the conscious level but it does not fully determine our attitudes there. Now, what people
call hedonic tone is simply the phenomenology accompanying the operations of this sub-personal
machinery. The picture is that when you eat ice cream, there is a sub-personal endorsement of the
32 Notably R. Brandt, A Theory of the Good and the Right, (Oxford, 1979); Feldman, Pleasure; Feldman, Happiness; C.
Heathwood, ‘The Reduction of Sensory Pleasure to Desire’, Philosophical Studies 133(1) (2007): pp. 23-44.
33 Notably C.D. Broad, Five Types of Ethical Theory, (London, 1930); R. Crisp, Reasons and the Good, (Oxford, 2006); I.
Labukt, ‘Hedonic Tone and the Heterogeneity of Pleasure’, Utilitas 24(2) (2012): pp. 172-199.
34 S. Kagan, 'The Limits of Well-Being’, Social Philosophy and Policy 9(2) (1992): pp.169-189, at 172.
35 M. Aydede, ‘How to Unify Theories of Sensory Pleasure - An Adverbialist Proposal’, Review of Philosophy and
Psychology 5(1) (2014): pp. 119-133.
36 Aydede, ‘How to Unify’, p. 130.
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sensory inputs (a proto pro-attitude, if you will). That means that you are likely to be motivated to have
another scoop, to judge that eating ice cream is good for you, to see ice cream vendors in a positive
light, and so on. On one way of looking at it, this kind of biasing simply is what it is to experience
something as pleasant. This is the truth in attitudinal theories of pleasure. But being so biased also feels
a certain way – that is the truth in hedonic tone views.
Turning to the second of the two potential problems I started with, this account of sensory
pleasure can be very naturally extended to the more general idea of taking pleasure in my technical use
of the term. If there is a sub-personal machinery that springs into action to present a sensory input, say
an itch, in a certain quasi-evaluative light, then it seems plausible that this same machinery could do
this with an input that is not a sensation but a thought. I also think that phenomenology bears this out. It
seems to me that I can introspectively rank different instances of taking pleasure in an event along the
very same dimension of hedonic tone that I can use to rank sensations. Taking pleasure in Germany's
2014 world cup victory, for example, is something that comes with a lot of hedonic tone for me.
Whereas, when I take pleasure in the fact that life expectancy has increased drastically over the course
of the last hundred years, this does not have quite as much hedonic tone. That is despite the fact that I
(obviously) judge that the latter is a much more valuable event (and if I were to learn that only one of
them actually happened, I would very much hope that it would be this one). It is just that this
judgement is made at the conscious (rather than the sub-personal) level and not as immediately felt.
What is going on here, I think, is that when I contemplate my beliefs regarding the world cup and life
expectancy, these thoughts are subconsciously prepared for evaluation in much the same way that
sensory inputs are. At the level of sub-personal evaluation, I care more about soccer results than
increased life spans, and so contemplating the world cup induces the warm glow of hedonic tone. It
also seems to me that I can introspectively and without any stretch compare sensory and non-sensory
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pleasures in terms of hedonic tone. Eating a fresh mango usually has more hedonic tone for me than
thinking about Germany's world cup victory, which has more than eating chocolate, which has more
than contemplating the recent increases in life expectancy.37
Hedonic tone, then, is a dimension along which we can rank instances of taking pleasure. On one end
of the scale are cool cognitive judgements that an event lives up to a standard I embrace; on the other
are times when the contemplation or experience of an event leaves me elated, euphoric, in ecstasy.

V.3 Why These Scales?
I opened this paper by claiming it to be fairly uncontroversial that the best theory of well-being will
include a suitably refined version of ST*. In other words, there is something deeply attractive about the
idea that a person's well-being is, at least partly, anchored in their own attitudes. Sumner, describing
the initial attractiveness of desire-based theories of well-being, remarks that such theories portray every
person as ‘a shaper of his own destiny, a determiner of his own good.’38 As Feldman points out,
however, this kind of language can be misleading. For we cannot plausibly maintain that our opinions
about our own well-being are infallible, nor that we can freely decide what kinds of things we will need
for a good life.39 Rather, the idea captured by subjectivist theories of well-being is that what kind of
things are good for a person – what are the sources of their well-being – depends on the kind of person
they are. ST* is attractive, then, in virtue of providing a (part of a) general theory of well-being that

37 Some may insist, in the spirit of a beefed-up heterogeneity objection, that these experiences are not introspectively
comparable in terms of degrees of hedonic tone. I am not sure how to respond to this charge other than by insisting that I am
able to make these introspective comparisons.
38 Sumner, Welfare, p. 123.
39 Cf. Feldman, Happiness, ch. 11.
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accommodates the obvious fact that different people derive well-being from very different sources.40
If this is what makes (partial) subjectivism about well-being so attractive, the scales measuring
how strongly a pro-attitude's satisfaction is well-being-relevant should be sensitive to how closely the
pro-attitude in question is related to the subject's identity as a welfare subject. We saw earlier that many
authors grappling with the scope problem have tried to distinguish between pro-attitudes towards
events respectively inside and outside the subject's life. Having moved to a scalar model, we should ask
a related question that allows for more finely grained answers: how central to the person's identity as a
welfare subject is a given pro-attitude? While some of the terms employed in it may need further
specification, this is the question we need to ask when approaching the scope problem.
The scales employed in ST were chosen with this very question in mind. If you not only desire
an event but are committed to bringing it about, then it is a project of yours and this defines who you
are as a being that can be benefited or harmed.41 And if your attitude of taking pleasure in an event
involves a lot of hedonic tone, you care about it in such a way that a positive evaluation begins at the
sub-personal level. Again, it seems to me that this is a good way of measuring how central this proattitude is to your identity in the sense important for well-being.
It may be worth noting, at this point, that neither of these scales is intended as an overall
measure of the strength of the subject’s pro-attitudes towards an event. Pro-attitudes, as has been
mentioned, are a diverse class and there are probably numerous plausible ways to assess their strengths.
In my discussion of hedonic tone, for example, I mentioned that if I were given the choice between my
40 Mind you, pegging well-being to pro-attitudes is not the only way of doing this. The perfectionist view that a life is good
if the one who lives it fulfills their essential nature offers an alternative. But, unless our cares and interests are declared to be
part of our essential nature, this fails to account for the notion that what makes for a good life for me depends not just on
what kind of being I am, but on what I care about, deem important, take an interest in, and so forth (for a perfectionist view
that incorporates our individual wants and needs see Maslow, Towards a Psychology of Being - Second Edition, (Princeton,
1962), p. 4). As I am not trying to argue for subjectivism (i.e. the claim that ST* is the whole truth about well-being), I can
leave open whether perfectionism captures part of what it is to live a good life.
41 Cf. Scanlon, What We Owe, pp. 120-1.
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favourite team winning the world cup and an increase in human life expectancy I would choose the
latter. This seems to imply that there is a sense in which my pro-attitudes towards increased life
expectancy are stronger than my pro-attitudes towards soccer triumphs. But that notion of strength is
not plausible as a measure of how much I am benefitted when the favoured events obtain. I propose
that the two scales used by ST are plausible as a measure of how much the obtaining of a favoured
event affects my well-being. I make no further claims as to whether these scales are plausible as a
measure of strength of pro-attitudes, intensity of caring, or some such notion.
Note that ST naturally accommodates the fact that neither the satisfaction of idle wishes, nor
mere cognitive endorsements of the world, make us better-off. That is not because there is anything
special about these kinds of pro-attitudes, but simply because they score a zero on the relevant scales of
conative commitment and hedonic tone. If you merely wish that E but never do, nor resolve to do,
anything about it, then E coming about does not make you better-off. Unless, of course, once E obtains
you take pleasure in it – with hedonic tone. If instead you just coolly judge that E is good then, again,
you are not better-off. Suppose for example, that I wish there would be peace in Ukraine. But I do not
have any intention to do anything about it. Then peace in Ukraine comes about, I hear about it, and
soberly think ‘well, that's a good thing’, but do not feel the least bit happy or elated. In this case,
despite having sincere (and potentially quite strong) pro-attitudes towards peace in Ukraine I am not
made better-off by it.42 I take this to be the right result and it directly falls out of the view proposed
here.

42 Note that, contrary to what Dorsey's JS would imply, the intuitive verdict does not change, if we replace the cognitive
judgement in question with ‘well, that's good for me’.
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VI. THE PROBLEM OF SELF-SACRIFICE
Some readers may wonder why I have not discussed cases involving self-sacrifice so far. After all,
Darwall coined the very term ‘scope problem’ in the context of an argument that unrestricted proattitude-based theories of well-being make self-sacrifice a conceptual impossibility. Overvold’s
solution grows out of the very same concern. In his now classic discussion, he presents the example of
a father who sacrifices his life so that his children may prosper. Since this man valued the prospering of
his children more than his own life, he gets what he had the strongest pro-attitudes towards when he
dies and his children prosper. And thus, according to an unrestricted pro-attitude-based theory, he is
faring as well as he could have under the circumstances. Thus, giving his life for the prospering of his
children turns out not to be a sacrifice after all. At most it was a case of 'cutting his losses', i.e. he gave
up something good (his continued life) for something better (the prospering of his children), when he
realized that he could not have both.43 More generally, the problem of self-sacrifice is that, whenever a
person appears to sacrifice her own well-being to further some other cause, we may think that that other
cause is the object of their strongest pro-attitude. But since, according to pro-attitude-based theories,
getting the objects of our pro-attitudes is what benefits us, such theories threaten to render every case of
putative self-sacrifice a case of acting in one’s own self-interest.44 Overvold takes this to be absurd and
concludes that desires like the one of the sacrificing father must be well-being-irrelevant.
A closer look at the example, however, reveals that Overvold’s contention that the father's
desire for the welfare of his children is well-being-irrelevant is too strong (even though Overvold may

43 Overvold ‘Self-Interest’; Cf. Sumner, Welfare, pp. 134-5; Darwall, Welfare, ch. 2.
44 Cf. C. Heathwood, ‘Preferentism and Self-Sacrifice’, Pacific Philosophical Quartely 92(1) (2011): pp. 18-38, at 19-20.
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be right to insist that the father does in fact perform an act of self-sacrifice).45 It is plausible that the
father's desire is well-being-relevant for him to some degree. We may ask whether, once the father has
made his sacrifice, it makes a difference to his well-being whether his children actually do fare well. It
seems to me that it does. If his plan succeeds and his children have a better life because of his sacrifice,
he may not be as well-off as if he had not made the sacrifice (it is a real sacrifice after all); but he
seems clearly better-off than in the scenario where he makes the sacrifice but his children fail to profit
from it.46 We should also note that Dorsey’s objection to object-focused ways of accounting for wellbeing-irrelevance applies to Overvold's example: we can imagine different fathers who desire the
welfare of their children in different ways and only some of those would be well-being-relevant. Or,
more precisely, we can imagine different variations of this scenario in which the desire is well-beingrelevant to different degrees.
By contrast with views, like Overvold’s, who entirely discount pro-attitudes towards things that
we make sacrifices for, ST provides a more nuanced picture. In Overvold's example, the model implies
that, if the father’s sacrifice is actually successful, he will be better-off for that fact (and probably quite
importantly so, since his sacrifice surely represents a weighty conative commitment). As I just argued,
this seems correct, but it invites the worry that self-sacrifice would be impossible. But ST has the
resources to dispel this worry. While it departs from most views in treating the father’s desire as wellbeing-relevant, it concurs with them in also placing important goods on the other side of the ledger.
First, he forgoes any possibility of seeing any other of his projects through. Second, he forgoes any

45 It may be worth noting here that Overvold’s example is not as uncontroversial as he may think. While Bykvist does not
point this out, even the relatively minor modification of Overvold’s criterion that he suggests (that the object of the desire
logically implies that the subject existed at some point in time) has the result that the desire of the self-sacrificing father is
actually well-being-relevant (Bykvist, ‘Sumner’, p. 480).
46 Readers convinced that anything after your death cannot affect your well-being may imagine, instead, that the father’s
sacrifice consisted in sending his children to a well-off foster family knowing that he will never see them again.
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possibility of future occasions of taking pleasure.47 And third, the good that he gets from the satisfied
desire that his children succeed needs to be discounted for uncertainty, for his sacrifice does not
guarantee this, and so may be made in vain. Without knowing further details of the case, we are in no
position to say whether the case will come out as a genuine self-sacrifice (i.e. a case of taking a lesser
rather than a greater good for himself). But that is how it should be. After all, as mentioned above, it
does seem that the father has something at stake in how his children do after his sacrifice, and so it does
seem like their success actually is good for him. If we find out that he was near the end of his life,
without any other projects left on his plate, and few chances of taking pleasure ahead, we might think
that he did what was in fact best for him (though he did not do it for that reason). If, on the other hand,
he gave up a whole lot of opportunities for future goods, ST would correctly imply that his action did
amount to genuine self-sacrifice.

VII. TWO LOOSE ENDS
ST is a rather bold model and a full defense would go beyond the scope of a single article. However, in
this section, I will begin this task by discussing two issues that arise with regard to my use of the scales
of conative commitment and hedonic tone respectively: whether my notion of conative commitment is
too narrow (section VII.1); and what does ST imply for the well-being contributions of so-called false
pleasures (section VII.2).

47 Cf. Heathwood, ‘Preferentism’.
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VII.1 Broad Conative Commitment
In section V.1, I claimed that conative commitment cannot be co-present with a belief that the favoured
event already obtains. Thus, it is a dimension only of instances of desire, not of taking pleasure. As I
pointed out, in my brief sketch, this assumes a somewhat narrow notion of conative commitment
according to which it may be constituted either by doing something to bring about the desired event or
by resolving to do so. A wider notion of conative commitment would also consider an agent conatively
committed if, and to the degree that, she is disposed to try to bring about the desired event under the
right circumstances.
It may be tempting to think that this wider notion of conative commitment gives us a better
measure of a pro-attitude's well-being-relevance than the narrow notion employed by ST. Consider
cases in which there is no (narrow) conative commitment simply because the subject believes there is
nothing they can do to bring about the desired event. Imagine, for example, that a friend of yours has an
incurable disease. You may desire very much that they recover but you know there is nothing you can
do about this. Such a desire seems to be more well-being-relevant than a desire to own a new pair of
jeans, which you are planning to buy next week. Yet, the latter easily beats out the former in terms of
(narrow) conative commitment, simply because you know that you can actually do something about it.
I do not deny that (unless circumstances are rather strange) your friend's recovery is more
important for your well-being than owning a new pair of jeans. But ST can account for this fact without
appealing to the wider notion of conative commitment, i.e. the idea that, if circumstances were right,
you would do whatever it would take to help your friend recover. After all, you are likely to take deep
displeasure in your friend's illness as well as in your inability to help them. And while extrapolating a
theory of ill-being (or negative contributions to well-being) from a theory of well-being is anything but
a straightforward matter, it does seem reasonable to say that taking displeasure in an event makes a
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negative contribution to one's well-being according to ST, and that the same scale of hedonic tone
applies to such attitudes of displeasure (though we should perhaps re-brand the scale hedonic-doloric
tone in light of that fact). Thus, your pro-attitudes towards getting the pair of jeans, though carrying a
modest amount of conative commitment (and perhaps some hedonic tone once you have them), is
likely to be vastly outweighed by the negative value of your dissatisfied pro-attitude towards your
friend's recovery.
It may be replied that, while there is no need to include broad conative commitment as a
measure of the well-being-relevance of pro-attitudes, there is also no harm in it. And, since it seems
plausible that the hypothetical commitment to helping your friend recover seems an important measure
of how much you care, why should we not include it in our model? The answer to this question is that
we would then count the pro-attitude in question twice. The very strong pro-attitude that you have
towards your friend’s recovery is already being accounted for by the fact that you are deeply unhappy
about the current state of affairs, and by the further fact that you would be absolutely elated if, against
all odds, they did recover. To say that there is further value because you would, if things were different,
do what you can to help things along, gives this pro-attitude, important as it is, more than its due.

VII.2 False Pleasures
I take the part of ST concerning attitudes of taking pleasure to capture the thought that pleasure is a
good. If something like Aydede's view of sensory pleasures is correct and can be extended to nonsensory pleasures, then the experience of pleasure is the phenomenology associated with a particular
type of sub-personal pro-attitude. This provides a subjectivist explanation of the value of pleasure.
Nowadays, pleasure is almost universally acknowledged as good for the one experiencing it, but it is
frequently thought that no argument can, or need, be given for why this should be so. According to ST,
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on the other hand, pleasure is good for you because to experience pleasure is to give a mental thumbsup to whatever it is you are pleased about. Thus, to experience pleasure is one way in which the world
conforms to a subject's standards. And to say that this contributes to a subject's well-being is to make a
claim that anyone with subjectivist leanings should find attractive.48
However, extending Aydede's view beyond sensory pleasures introduces the following
complication. If the input that is sub-personally modified is a thought rather than a sensation, it is
possible that the thought is mistaken. Thomas Nagel and Shelly Kagan famously illustrate the idea with
the example of a businessman who takes pleasure in what he believes are his great personal and
professional successes, when he is in fact being despised, ridiculed, and defrauded.49 Let us assume that
the businessman's taking pleasure ranks high in hedonic tone. One would have to be a very committed
hedonist to bite the bullet on cases like that and say that the businessman's life is going great for him.
And, at least on the face of it, ST delivers the result that these false pleasures do not contribute anything
to his well-being. After all the view requires that pro-attitudes are satisfied – and his are not.50
But that result is perhaps too strong. After all, we might think that the businessman's false
pleasures do count for something. It seems clear that he is faring less well than he would, if the events
he is pleased about did actually obtain. On the other hand, it is less clear that he is not doing better than
if the facts were what they are but he did not have his delusional pleasures. ‘At least he is happy’ does
not seem to be a crazy thing to say about him.51 Now, ST can be made to produce the result that false
pleasures are good, but not as good as true pleasures, for the person who has them. I am unsure about
48 Cf. Heathwood, ‘Reduction’.
49 T. Nagel, ‘Death’, Noûs 4(1) (1970): pp. 73-80, at 76; S. Kagan, 'Me and My Life', Proceedings of the Aristotelian
Society 94 (1994): pp. 309-324, at 311-2.
50 Cf. E. Lin, ‘Pluralism about Well-Being’, Philosophical Perspectives 28(1) (2014): pp. 127-154.
51 It is worth to draw attention here to the distinction between the concepts of well-being and happiness. While it seems
doubtful whether false pleasures contribute to one's well-being, it strikes me as an obvious mistake to say that people like
the deceived businessman or people on Robert Nozick’s experience machine are not happy (Nozick, Anarchy, State, and
Utopia, (New York, 1974), pp. 42-4). These cases show (among other things) that happiness and well-being can come apart.
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the plausibility of the move that allows for this. But let me sketch it briefly.
Recall that the notion of hedonic tone I employ rests on the kind of proto-pro-attitudes that
Aydede describes. Now, we might wonder what exactly the intentional object of these attitudes is when
it comes to non-sensory pleasures. Consider, first, the intentional object of the businessman’s proattitudes on the personal, or conscious, level. On that level, the object of the businessman's pleasures
are the events that he falsely imagines to obtain in the world. Since things are not actually as he
believes them to be, his pro-attitudes are not satisfied, and thus there is no contribution to his wellbeing. But things get messier at the sub-personal level. What exactly is the input that is being
subconsciously manipulated to appear in a positive light to him? Perhaps at least part of it is his
thinking that, say, his children love him. Maybe part of what he takes pleasure in is not the world as he
imagines it to be, but the event of him contemplating these events. If so, then part of his taking pleasure
is actually veridical rather than delusional, for he does in fact contemplate these events. And thus ST
would imply that he is better-off than without his false pleasures, but worse-off than if his pleasures
were real.52
Again, I am unsure as to how plausible this move is. But, then, I am also unsure as to whether
false pleasures contribute anything to a subject's well-being. A theory that would provide a clear and
easy answer to this question may actually be suspect for that very reason. That it is unclear what ST's
verdict on false pleasures would be, and that the answer appears to depend on a difficult question about
the intentional objects of proto-pro-attitudes, may thus well be a badge of honour.

52 For a similar proposal, see E. Lin, ‘The Subjective List Theory of Well-Being’, Australasian Journal of Philosophy
94(1) (2016): pp. 99-114, at 107.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
It has been almost twenty years since Richard Arneson declared that the scope problem cannot be
solved.53 I think that he may well be right as long as we are thinking of well-being-relevant and wellbeing-irrelevant pro-attitudes as different in kind. This paper is a call to change the channel and think
of the scope problem in scalar terms. We need a scale telling us how much of a difference each
(dis)satisfied pro-attitude makes anyway. I suggest that, if we get this task right, we will get the
solution to the scope problem for free. I am confident that this is a fruitful direction for future research,
even if ST were ultimately to be rejected in favour of a different scalar view.
The particular scalar model that I proposed will need to be developed more fully. Much remains
to be said about both of the scales that it employs. But I think that the general idea is a very promising
one: our lives go better for us when our pro-attitudes are satisfied, and to the degree to which those proattitudes involve either conative commitment or hedonic tone. This is a moderately pluralistic
proposal.54 The view postulates two distinct subjectivist elements of well-being, roughly corresponding
to the concerns of desire theorists and hedonists respectively, which promises to improve over pure
versions of either of these in terms of extensional adequacy. But there is a common rationale for
including these elements. Both scales employed by ST are meant to measure how central a pro-attitude
is to our identity as well-being subjects. And the more central a pro-attitude is in that sense, the more
does its satisfaction make us better-off. The kind of well-being-irrelevant pro-attitudes that motivate the
scope problem are, in this picture, simply those pro-attitudes that score a zero on the relevant scales of
centrality.

53 Arneson, ‘Flourishing’, pp. 124-5.
54 It is, in fact, a version of what Eden Lin has termed ‘subjective list theories of well-being’. Lin, ‘Subjective List’.
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